
Alcester Academy Curriculum Planning: Key Stage 3

Department: History Year Group: 7

Term Topic/ subject Assessment Objectives Knowledge Skills
Include detail of any
differentiation

Literacy, numeracy and
SMSC opportunities

Final assessment
task and title

Autumn 1
What is History?

Skills.

Introduction to basic

Historical skills and using
sources.

A02/A03

Will dip into various historical
events to look at skills e.g. Nelson
- significance, titanic - cause and
consequence

Source analysis, reliability and bias.
Chronology, interpretations, causation
and consequence, significance.

Differentiated card sorts, key words,
frames etc

Lots of key words/ historical
terms.

Skills based assessment

Various questions/tasks
that assess skills taught
(chronology, bias,
reliability) A03

Autumn 2
Medieval Britain

1066-1500

To explore how successful the
Normans were in establishing
control and dealing with
problems.
A01/A02

Feudal system, Domesday,
Castles, crime and punishment.
1066
Claimants to throne

Research, group work, chronology,
analysis, evaluation, communication,
Explaining reasons, significance

Differentiated card sorts, questioning, key
words, frames

Key words / historical terms
Developing written answers.
Different styles/forms of writing
(e.g. Adverts - claimants/essay
1066/annotated diagram Feudal
System).
Citizenship - history in
community.
Empathy - Valued opinions

Why did William win the
Battle of Hastings?
Levelled essay

Causation-Writing to
explain range of reasons

A01/A02

Spring 1 Medieval Britain

1066-1500

To explore how society changed
during Middle Ages.
A02/A03

King John and Magna Carta
Becket
Crusades, peasant's revolt, black
death.

Causation, communication, interpretation,
significance, source analysis.

Differentiated resources (card
sorts/worksheets/frames], questioning

Keywords,
Writing frames
Variety in styles, forms of written
response, [e.g. letter - crusade,
speeches, newspaper report -
Becket, Diary - Black Death)
Verbal responses - role play
[Murder of Becket, Going on
crusade], presentations.
Numeracy - use of statistics as
evidence (Black Death)

. Black Death assessment

Sources and questions

Assesses interpretation
and use of sources, some
comprehension skills as
well

A01/A03

Spring 2 First half of this half
term continues work

from Spring labove
then:

Rest of Spring 2 and
Summer 1 as below

Summer 1 Tudors To explore how successful the
Tudors were in establishing
control and dealing with
problems.
A01,A02,A03

Henry VII
Henry VIII - 6 wives, Break from
Rome.
Edward VI
Mary I - Bloody Mary?
Elizabeth 1 - Spanish Armada,
Mary Queen of Scots, marriage

Causation - explaining reasons
Motivation

Interpretation

Source analysis, Significance
Differentiated resources frames

keywords, questioning

Keywords, items
Written responses
Different style / form of writing.
Statistics e.g. no's killed by
different monarchs - Bloody
Mary?

Henry VIII-Why did he
break from Rome
A01/A02
Causation, being able to
explain, prioritise and
group reasons
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Elizabeth I - why was she
successful?

Summer 2 Stuarts To explore all causes related to
Stuarts losing throne, life in a
republic. Restoration.
A02/A03

James 1 - Gunpowder plot
Causes/consequences - Civil War
Life during Civil War
Exec of Charles 1

Interpretations of Cromwell
Great Plague
Fire of London

Causation

Consequence
Interpretation
Source analysis

Differentiated resources (card
sorts/worksheets/frames], questioning

Keywords, items
Written answers - variety of
forms/styles
Verbally - debates (role play)
[trial of Charles] (Balloon debate)
presentations
Moral- should anyone ever be put
to death?
Democracy - power and control
Statistics - e.g. % signing death
warrant

Gunpowder plot - Source
analysis
Assessment

A01/A03

Some comprehension
skills, some inference
skills, some source
comparison skills


